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Problem cont’d:

▶ Means exist to compare graphical models textually, but ...
▶ User has to switch between different abstraction levels.

Solution:

▶ Develop means to aid the user in performing a real **visual comparison** of graphical models.
▶ Some tools exist, but have drawbacks.

Method:

▶ Identify and improve those drawbacks.
▶ Implement as Eclipse plug-in using existing techniques where appropriate.
▶ Use generic approach to cope with various graphical languages.
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The two versions of the model:

(a) Version 1

(b) Version 2

Figure: The two original versions of the example diagram.
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Possible representation of the changes 1:

(a) Version 1

(b) Version 2

Figure: Plain visual diff. Color legend: green/additions, red/deletions, blue/changes.
Possible representation of the changes 3:

Figure: Freely merged visual diff.
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General implementation:
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Example of collapsing:

- 7 change(s) in Region
  - 1 change(s) in Simple State S 1
    - Weak Abortion has been removed
    - Simple State S 2 has been removed
    - Weak Abortion B has been removed
  - Simple State S 3 has been added
  - Weak Abortion H has been added
  - Weak Abortion has been added

 Visualization of Diagram Differences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>models/ssm/u....ssm_diagram</th>
<th>models/ssm/um...2.ssm_diagram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Diff</td>
<td>Advanced Diff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diagram Differences
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Example of automatic zoom:

- 7 changes in Region
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Comparison of Dataflow models:
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Summary and Outlook

Feedback:

▶ Students and professionals gave an overall positive feedback for this approach.
▶ Representation directly in the diagram seen as benefit.
▶ Visualization of small (or invisible) changes very useful.
▶ User interface with collapsing, panning and zooming intuitive.
▶ Generic approach enables support for various diagrams with none or little adaption.
Summary and Outlook

Outlook:

- Large models are still challenging; time for comparison as well as navigation.
- Next step would be to support merging graphically.
- Maybe implement also the other approaches presented to see how they perform.
Visual Comparison of Graphical Models
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Thanks!